
INDO RUSSIAN RELATIONS ESSAY HELP

Indo-Russian relations foreign policy are the bilateral relations between India and Russia. . The Soviet Union gave India
substantial economic and military assistance during the Khrushchev period, and by India had received more.

In a noteworthy development, Russia recently decided to supply Mi Hind attack helicopters to Pakistan. The
most recent area of cooperation which is emerging is the Arctic which has a lot of multi-disciplinary potential.
The Soviet Union was an important supplier of defence equipment for several decades, and this role has been
inherited by the Russian federation. Nonetheless, there is a need to create wider public interest and
understanding for developing the relationship, particularly among the increasingly influential younger
generations. Going forward, a period of dissonance is to be expected, before India and Russia can adjust to the
realpolitik of the present Need of the Hour India has to rebuild on its strengths and common concerns with the
Russians. Off late, Russia also participated in the formation of the first group of Indian satellites for distant
probing of the earth. In December , they signed sixteen more agreements, including on defence and nuclear
energy. It is to be noted in passing that China invaded India only when the US was distracted by the events in
Cuba and withdrew when the Cuban crisis had all but ceased. Any attempt to view the relationship between
India and Russia purely in terms of the defence materiel bought and sold will, however, prove short-sighted
since the relationship extends well past a mere buyer-seller arrangement. Their relationship extended into the
spheres of politics, economics, defence, science and technology, culture and nuclear energy. Chairs on
Ayurveda and Contemporary Indian studies have also been set up in different Russian Universities. We have
nine sister State and sister city agreements, and more are under consideration. The Chinese arms industry is
known for reverse engineering foreign-origin military hardware and has already burned Russia in the past
when it acquired a small number of Russian Su Flanker jets and then reverse-engineered the JB aircraft. India
and Russia will need to build direct contacts with the entire spectrum of stakeholders and interest groups in the
political, economic, military and other spheres. India imports oil, mostly from the volatile region of Middle
East. The fifth-generation fighter aircraft that Russia has designed and is now testing was done in conjunction
with Indian input. Modi has already declared that Russia is the primary defence supplier of India, and, in this
context, it will not be a surprise if more defence deals are announced in coming months. The first reactor
became commercially operational in December and the second is due to become operational in  The defence
relationship has proceeded in leaps and bounds to the extent that India now manufactures the Sukhoi SuMKI
fighter aircraft under licence. Russia also strongly supports India receiving a permanent seat on the United
Nations Security Council. Conclusion A sharp rise in Russia-China defense ties, the assertive foreign policy of
a rising China in the IndoPacific, and the China-Pakistan nexus will all encourage India to continue to
strengthen ties with Russia. In , India extended loans to the USSR in the form of technical credit and in , India
extended food credit and gift of 20, tonnes of rice. Kennedy agreed to this request but the Departments of State
and Defence prevailed upon him not to upset Pakistan. In the event, the Chinese withdrew unilaterally,
retaining for themselves only the land they had claimed prior to invading India. During the Summit, for
example, Prime Minister Modi and President Putin signed agreements covering issues as diverse as
co-operation in defence, hydrocarbons, nuclear energy, science and technology, and trade and investment. The
timing of the announcement particularly after the visit of Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi to Russia, and
his meeting with Russian President, Vladimir Putin, is no less significant. The allegation however, cannot be
ignored either. India can help provide the multi-polarity that Russia fiercely seeks. India and Russia are also
trying to collaborate on new areas which need to be explored further, like in the area of democratisation
process, social policy diffusion, in religious dialogues, in promoting secularism, tolerance, multi-ethnicity, for
developments of internal economic management and planning etc. According to the International Energy
Agency, India would be the third largest energy consumer in the world by after US and China. The Russians
argue that if India can buy defence equipment from the U. The Russian Revolution of inspired Indian freedom
fighters. Amidst all these positive developments as well as certain concerns, there is a hope that India-Russia
friendship and the strategic partnership will scale new heights and it will grow, thrive and blossom in the
coming years. It flourished for a long period during which India received technology transfers and political
and economic support but soon became predicated upon defence sales and collaborations. It is learnt that
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President Putin has plans to sell as many as 25 nuclear reactors to India through Russia's state-owned energy
giant, Rosatom. In the space sector too, India-Russia cooperation on Glonass is going on well. Trade between
the two countries is extremely low. General Framework Agreements have been signed for Units 3 and 4. Two
units are already operational and the next four are in different stages of implementation.


